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Sunday, 2 September 

An Extremely Unforgettable Trip to Sydney 

Hey, what’s up? Here is Matthew’s 100th entry! Today I’m going to tell you my excursion to 
Sydney last month. Have you guys been to Sydney before? The following are the places that I’ve 
visited. Let’s see if ours are the same! 

 

Sydney has many tourist attractions. Some of them are 100% worth visiting – Sydney Harbour 
Bridge. Guess what? We needed to ‘climb’ up onto the top of the bridge. That sounds crazy, right? 
Well, it was safe. (*smirk*) We climbed up slowly and we shed a few tears because the view on the 
bridge was stunning. We could see the view of the whole city, which was breathtaking. At that 
moment, I could sense how the constructors of the bridge felt when it was completed. It is probably 
one of the best constructions in the modern world. 

 

After having a meal, we went to a whale-watching cruise. When the tour guide was showing us 
some pictures of whales, I saw a familiar face. Oh my gosh! He was Mr. Lam, who taught us English 
last year! I wept for joy and ran towards him. I will never admit that I hugged him. I couldn’t believe 
my eyes. ‘My brain is playing tricks on me,’ I thought. No! He was ABSOLUTELY Mr. Lam! 😊😊 

 

When a whale jumped out of the water, my little brother screamed. It was so funny. The eyes 
of the whales were so tiny and cute! It was amusing. I wish I could jump into the sea and hug it. ‘I 
couldn’t control myself anymore!’ I shouted. Then, I captured such precious moment with my phone 
crazily. More than 500 photos were taken that afternoon! 

 

This trip was the best one ever! It was fun-filled and touching as I met Mr. Lam. 

 I want to stay there forever! I must go to Sydney again! 

 


